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Jean Sibelius (1865–1957)

Symphony No. 7 in C Major, Op. 105
1. in einem satze (in one movement) (21:59)

Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 43 [45:17]
2. Allegretto (10:17)
3. Tempo Andante, ma rubato (13:52)
4. Vivacissimo (6:28)
5. Allegro moderato (14:41)
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Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 43

If it was Gustav Mahler whose musical and psychologi-
cal excesses helped hasten the final decline and glorious
death of the late-Romantic symphony, then it was the
austere and fastidious Jean Sibelius who strove more
gallantly than any composer of his era to keep the
doomed form alive. For just as Mahler’s symphonies
became increasingly diffuse and expansive, moving
ever further from those Classical ideals of balance, con-
cision, and cumulative containment which had made
symphonic form possible in the first place, Sibelius, to-
ward the end of his career, sought an ever-increasing
severity of style and economy of expression. His final
symphony, the Seventh, is not only a tersely expressive
20-minute structure whose principal theme is the C
major scale, but also is a work which would fit comfort-
ably within almost any movement of any of Mahler’s
final works in the form.
Sibelius began what would become the most popular

of his symphonies during the Spring of 1901 while on
holiday in Italy. At the age of thirty-six, he was already
recognized as Finland’s foremost composer. On July 2,
1900, the Helsinki premiere of the tone poem Finlandia
had created a sensation. Written in 1899 in response to a

new wave of Russian oppression — since 1809, Finland
had been an autonomous Grand Duchy under the Tsar
— Finlandia eloquently articulated the Finnish yearning
for political independence and transformed its composer
into a national hero.
Something of the intense national feeling which ani-

mated Finlandia can also be heard in the D Major sym-
phony. In fact, Sibelius’s friend, the conductor Georg
Schnéevoigt, always insisted the work had been written
to a specific patriotic program. The first movement, ac-
cording to Schnéevoigt, was a portrait of the peaceful
Finnish countryside, as yet untouched by the brutal
Russian rule which, in the second movement, has trans-
formed the formerly proud people into a race of compli-
ant sheep. The third movement represents the gradual
awakening of the Finnish spirit which, in the finale,
bursts forth in a great hymn of national pride.
Although Sibelius himself did nothing to discourage

such speculation, that the Symphony may have been
written to an entirely different sort of program is sug-
gested by a series of cryptic notes to be found in the
composer’s sketch books. In one of them, Sibelius re-
counts a vision he had in the garden of his rented villa
in Rapallo, a vision inspired by Mozart’s Don Giovanni:
“…in the twilight in my palace, a guest (a statue) comes

NOTES ON THE PROGRAM



in. I ask more than once who he is. — No answer. I try
to amuse him. He remains silent. Finally the stranger
starts to sing. Then Don Giovanni recognizes who he
is.” On the very next page of the sketchbook, the com-
poser jotted down what would become the principal
theme of the D Major Symphony’s second movement,
with the note: “In the enchanted Garden when Don Gio-
vanni is away.” A second, chorale-like theme, written in
Florence, is simply called “Christ.”
Whatever bearing any of this may have had on the

actual shape and content of the Second Symphony or the
extent to which the work is a nationalistic parable or
something even more grandiose is impossible to say.
From his earliest years as a composer, Sibelius was per-
suaded that all music needed to be written to an implied
or explicit program, and whatever its specific program-
matic underpinnings might have been, the Second Sym-
phony is one of the most direct, dramatic and
emotionally demonstrative of all Sibelius’s works. At the
height of the composer’s popularity in the 1930s and
’40s, it was played nearly as often as the Fifth Symphony
of Beethoven, and in spite of nay-sayers such as Virgil
Thomson, who found it “vulgar, self-indulgent, and
provincial beyond all description,” it has remained
Sibelius’s most frequently performed symphony to the
present day.
Although the opening Allegretto begins with a decep-

tively simple-sounding series of chords over which the
oboes and clarinets warble a naive, folk-like tune, the
movement is in truth one of the most complex in the
composer’s entire output. Instead of presenting the two
or three principal themes common to the outer move-
ments of the Classical symphony, Sibelius follows the ex-
ample of his admired Bruckner and introduces a series
of thematic clusters containing, in all, more than a dozen
often radically disparate musical ideas which at first
seem to have little to do with one another. The ingen-
ious, rigorously worked-out development section clari-
fies the hidden relationships among the various themes
and motives, as does the recapitulation, which, in an-
other technique adapted from Bruckner, actually begins
before the development has been completed. The overall
mood of the movement is relaxed and bucolic, which
perhaps reflects its genesis in an Italian garden.
Following an ominous tympani rumble, the darkly

dramatic slow movement begins with a hushed pizzi-
cato figure in the cellos and basses which becomes the
accompaniment to a lugubrious modal lament for the
bassoons. A series of increasingly powerful brass cli-
maxes leads to the chorale-like “Christ” figure, first
heard in the strings. The remainder of the movement is
taken up by a struggle between these two irreconcilable
forces, a struggle which the Sibelius biographer Erik Fu-
ruhjelm saw as the composer’s attempt to “tear himself



violently free from the oppressive bonds of pessimism.”
Judging from the movement’s somber conclusion, the at-
tempt was not a conspicuous success.
The Symphony’s scherzo begins with a scurrying

string figure punctuated by angry outbursts from the
brass. Introduced by five barely audible tympani beats,
the lyrical trio section is dominated by a plaintive oboe
melody which begins with nine repetitions of the same
note. As the stormy music of the scherzo returns, a
thrilling new idea which first appears in the horns be-
comes the principal theme of the majestic finale, which
follows without pause. Driven by the trombones and
capped by brazen trumpet fanfares, this great striding
tune is followed by a second, march-like subject accom-
panied by a restless ostinato figure in the lower strings.
Following a dramatic development of both ideas, the
first three notes of the principal theme becomes the
basis of the heroic coda, which gradually swells from the
deepest recesses of the orchestra and ends in a blaze of
triumph and hope.

Symphony No. 7 in C Major, Op. 105

One of the more perplexing mysteries of 20th century
music is the three-decade silence of Jean Sibelius. He
completed his last known work — the five Esquisses for
piano — in 1929, producing nothing further during the

remaining 28 years of his life. (Rumors of an Eighth
Symphony persisted until the early 1950s, rumors that
were fueled by the composer himself, who promised
the honor of the first performance to Serge Kousse-
vitzky, Sir Thomas Beecham and two or three of his
other favorite conductors.)
Although Sibelius lived to be 91, the chronic alco-

holism and other medical problems from which he suf-
fered certainly must have been factors in his premature
retirement. In 1901, he endured his first major crisis, a
serious disease of the inner ear which might well have
resulted in total deafness. Two years later, a lump in his
throat was diagnosed — incorrectly, in turned out — as
cancer. Not surprisingly, his mood as well as his music
— beginning with the stygian Valse Triste— grew in-
creasingly dark and pessimistic, a process which can be
heard to continue in much of the music he produced
during the rest of his creative life.
Sibelius started thinking about his Seventh Sym-

phony at the same time he began sketching the Fifth and
the Sixth. In a letter from 1918, the composer described
his overall plan: “The VIIth Symphony. Joy of life and vi-
tality, with appassionato passages. In 3 movements —
the last a ‘Hellenic’ rondo. It looks as if I were to come
out with three symphonies at the same time. With regard
to VI and VII, the plans may be altered according to the
development of the musical ideas. As usual, I am a slave



to my themes and submit to their demands.”
Sibelius’s suggestion about the possibility of altered

plans proved prophetic, since the completed Seventh
Symphony, even more than the Sixth, was radically dif-
ferent from the work its composer envisioned. Not only
were the planned three movements reduced to one, but
also the overall structure was so thoroughly novel that
Sibelius was at first reluctant to call it a “symphony.” As
he wrote to his first biographer, Karl Ekman, “On March
2, 1924, at night as I entered in my diary, I completed
the Fantasia sinfonia— that it what I first thought of call-
ing my seventh symphony in one movement.” It was as
the Fantasia sinfonia that the composer introduced the
work at a concert in Stockholm later in the month, re-
taining the title when he signed the contract for its pub-
lication. Yet at some point prior to its appearance in
print in the following year, Sibelius designated it as his
Symphony No. 7.
Work on the Seventh Symphony had proceeded fit-

fully at first, with Sibelius racked by his customary self-
doubt. “The fate of an aging composer is endlessly
tragic,” he wrote shortly before the symphony was com-
pleted. “The work doesn’t go ahead at the pace it once
did, and my self-criticism is growing to absurd propor-
tions.” In spite of all the composer’s reservations, the
Seventh Symphony would be the final culmination of a
process he described to Gustav Mahler when the two

men met in Helsinki in 1907. After Mahler insisted that
“the symphony must be like the world and embrace
everything,” Sibelius admitted that what he most ad-
mired in symphonic thought was “severity of form, and
the profound logic that created an inner connection be-
tween all the motifs.”
Although cast in a single movement played without

pause, the Seventh Symphony is divided into three dis-
tinct sections, the first a somber Adagio that begins with
a muffled tympani roll followed by a rising C Major
scale. An expressive second subject in the divided
strings leads to a hymn-like declamation for the solo
trombone, which serves as the motto theme for the en-
tire work. The solemn development of this trombone
theme led Serge Koussevitzky to call the Seventh the
Sibelius Parsifal.
As the tempo quickens, a three-part scherzo begins to

unfold. In between appearances of the vivacissimo scherzo
figure, a C minor Adagio introduces a turbulent, chro-
matic string figure, through which the trombone theme
eventually bursts forth.The brass eventually take up the
hymn, with a reference to the rising scale of the opening.
After the tempo relaxes, the trombone theme makes its
final triumphant appearance, followed by a hushed
elegy in the divided strings. A final, dramatic crescendo
brings the work to a close.

Jim Svejda
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Currently Laureate Music Director of the Oregon Symphony and Principal
Artistic Advisor for the Phoenix Symphony, James DePreist has recently
been named Permanent Conductor Designate of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Symphony Orchestra. Widely esteemed as one of America’s finest conduc-
tors, James DePreist, during the past three decades has served as Music Di-
rector of L’Orchestre Symphonique de Québec, Sweden’s Malmö Symphony,
L’Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte Carlo and the Oregon Symphony.

As a guest conductor he has appeared with every major North Amer-
ican orchestra, and internationally he has conducted in Amsterdam,
Berlin, Budapest, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Manchester, Melbourne, Mu-
nich, Prague, Rome, Rotterdam, Seoul, Stockholm, Stuttgart, Sydney, Tel
Aviv, Tokyo and Vienna. He will make his London debut with the Lon-
don Symphony at the Barbican in April 2005.

James DePreist appears regularly at the Aspen Music Festival, with the
Boston Symphony at Tanglewood and with the Philadelphia Orchestra at
the Mann Music Center. He is closely associated with the Juilliard School
where he regularly conducts its orchestras in concerts at Lincoln Center
and Carnegie Hall.

With more than 50 recordings to his credit, James DePreist has a sub-
stantial presence in the recording arena. His varied recorded repertoire in-
cludes a celebrated Shostakovich series with the Helsinki Philharmonic and
15 recordings with the Oregon Symphony which have helped establish that
orchestra as one of America’s finest.

Born in Philadelphia in 1936, he studied composition with Vincent
Persichetti at the Philadelphia Conservatory of Music and earned bache-
lor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Pennsylvania. In 1962,
while on a State Department tour in Bangkok, he contracted polio but re-
covered sufficiently to win a first prize in the Dimitri Mitropoulous Inter-
national Conducting Competition. He was selected by Leonard Bernstein
to be an assistant conductor of the New York Philharmonic for the 1965-66
season. DePreist made his highly acclaimed European debut with the
Rotterdam Philharmonic in 1969. In 1971 Antal Dorati chose him to be-
come his Associate Conductor with the National Symphony in Washing-
ton, D.C.

James DePreist has been awarded 13 honorary doctorates and is the
author of two books of poetry. He is an elected fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences and the Royal Swedish Academy of Music,
and is a recipient of the Insignia of Commander of the Order of the Lion
of Finland, the Medal of the City of Québec and is an Officer of the Order

of Cultural Merit of Monaco. He is the nephew of the legendary con-
tralto Marian Anderson.

For more information visit: www.JamesDePreist.com

The 2002-2003 season marks the 107th season of the Oregon Symphony.
Founded as the Portland Symphony in 1896, and renamed the Oregon
Symphony in 1967, the Oregon Symphony has grown to be one of the
largest arts organizations in the Pacific Northwest and among the finest
major orchestras in the nation. It has been ranked “first-class” by Gramo-
phone and a “virtuoso ensemble” by The Washington Post.

The 2002-2003 season also is the James DePreist Tribute Season, De-
Preist’s 23rd and final season as Music Director and Conductor of the Ore-
gon Symphony. DePreist assumes the title of Laureate Music Director in
June of 2003 when Vienna’s Carlos Kalmar becomes the orchestra’s 10th
Music Director. As Laureate, DePreist will continue to conduct and record
with the orchestra.

In addition to its centerpiece Classical concerts, the Symphony presents
one of the country’s most successful Pops series with Associate Conductor
Norman Leyden, as well as the innovative “Nerve Endings” series, Kids
Concerts, family concerts, education/youth concerts and a wide range of
Special Event concerts and presentations. The Oregon Symphony serves the
entire state with an innovative community partnership program with a
major focus on music education.

In addition to these performing activities, the Oregon Symphony has
released a series of eight exceptionally successful commercial recordings. A
$1 million gift from Gretchen Brooks, longtime Symphony supporter, has
made recent recordings possible that will pay tribute to James DePreist’s
artistic accomplishments. The latest feature works by Igor Stravinsky and
Ottorino Respighi, both issued by Delos International.

The Symphony’s audience totals more than 320,000 people annually.
Before this vast audience, DePreist and the Oregon Symphony have cham-
pioned the music of composers of our time and our nation. It has an active
program both of commissioning new works and of presenting perform-
ances of works which have dropped out of the active repertoire.

The Oregon Symphony is proud to provide varied music of the highest
artistic standards to diverse audiences, with close attention paid to educat-
ing children as the musicians and audiences of tomorrow. The orchestra’s
Web site is located at www.orsymphony.org.
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OTHER DELOS RECORDINGS FEATURING JAMES DEPREIST AND THE OREGON SYMPHONY

BRAVURA • RESPIGHI: Roman Festivals
• STRAUSS: Don Juan • LUTOSLAWSKI:
Concerto for Orchestra • Recording of
Distinction,Ovation • DE 3070 (DDD)

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture • Hamlet
•TheTempest • “… unquestionably the
most successful modern recording.”
Gramophone • DE 3081 (DDD)

RACHMANINOFF: The Sea and the Gulls
(Étude-Tableau Op. 39 No. 2, orch.
Respighi) • Symphony No. 2 •Vocalise •
Recording of Distinction,Ovation •
DE 3071 (DDD)

MUSIC of STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
•The Firebird Suite (1919 version)
DE 3278 (DDD)

KORNGOLD:The Sea Hawk • Symphony
in F-Sharp • DE 3234 (DDD)

RESPIGHI’S ROME – Fountains of Rome
• Pines of Rome • Roman Festivals •
DE 3287 (DDD)

AMERICAN CONTRASTS – Benjamin
Lees: Passacaglia for Orchestra • Vincent
Persichetti: Symphony No. 4 •Michael
Daugherty: Philadelphia Stories for
Orchestra: Sundown on South Street; Hell's
Angels • DE 3291 (DDD)

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 11 The
Year 1905 • DE 3329 (DDD)

WALTON: Suite from HenryV, Cello
Concerto,Violin & Piano Sonata •
RANDS: Tre Canzoni senza Parole •
Mark Kosower, cello; Herbert Greenberg,
violin; Ann Schein, piano •
DE 3342 (DDD)

TRAGIC LOVERS –WAGNER: Prelude and
Liebestod from Tristan und Isolde •
BERLIOZ: Romeo et Juliette, Op. 17 - II.
Scene d’amour •TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo
and Juliet Fantasy-Overture • DE 3369
(DDD)

“One of the most important American Conductors of the day.”
— Chicago Sun-Times

“One of the finest conductors this nation has produced.”
— Chicago Tribune


